
 
Questions and Answers: 

1. Any separate printers needed?  No, you will be able to download and print from a local/network 
printer.  

2. List of browsers it supports.    
Microsoft Internet Explorer v11 or later 

Mozilla Firefox v66 or later 

Google Chrome v71 or later 

Apple Safari v8 or later 
3. How to print group of pages instead of one.  You can download a portion of the content, setting 

the Starting page and Max pages, then print to a local/network printer. 
4. Qns. on analyzer – Is this covered under how content extraction works? Query filters and 

extraction templates?    Correct  - Analyzer is the tool you use to apply an extraction 
template.  This together with Views (which I think the Xtnd users will use moreso) will assist in 
the move from Xtnd.   Query filters are just regular searches within reports, done by selecting 
index(es) and particular values or text searches. 

5. There was a Favorites questions- would they be brought over.  Favorites will be brought over, 
although there is a question on the validity of a lot of users’ favorites.  This might equate to a lot 
of unnecessary initial database space needed to house these, but we will copy them over to 
Content Cloud so they can be accessed in the Content Navigator. 

6. Help manuals – Online help.  There is Online Help within Content Navigator, at the top right of 
the screen  

7. Where content is stored.  Content will be stored on SAN, compressed and encrypted by Content 
Store.  All content will be of immediate availability since there is no more use of tape. 

8. How this project affects mainframe reports.  Collection will continue to function on the 
mainframe so there is no change to mainframe report processing. (I think this is what they 
meant with this question.) 

9. Security/RACF – RACF will continue to be used for authentication and access. 
 


